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Understanding the differences in performance between deterministic and probabilistic medical record linkage
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Abstract

Introduction
The goal in medical record linkage is to combine data on the same patient stored in different databases. Deterministic record linkage uses a pre-defined rule to classify record pairs as links and non-links whereas probabilistic record linkage uses the observed data patterns to find the optimal classification. Our aim was to compare the performance of both strategies under different conditions by varying the frequency of registration errors and the amount of discriminating power.

Methods
We performed a simulation study in which we varied key data characteristics to create a range of realistic record linkage scenarios. For each scenario we compared the number of misclassifications (number of false links and false non-links) made by the different linking strategies: deterministic full, deterministic N-1 (all but one have to agree) and probabilistic.

Results
The full deterministic strategy produced the lowest number of false positive links, but at the expense of missing considerable numbers of matches depending on error rate of the linking variables. The probabilistic strategy outperformed the deterministic strategy (full or N-1) across all scenarios. A deterministic strategy will only produce comparable results in those situations where the deterministic rule closely matched the patterns identified by a probabilistic strategy. However, the information to guide the selection of patterns is not present in a deterministic strategy.

Conclusion
Probabilistic record linkage is the preferred method for record linkage as deterministic strategies can lead to many linking errors if the predefined rule is not correctly specified. Furthermore, the probabilistic strategy is a more flexible approach that provides additional information about the quality of the linkage process.
1.1 Introduction

The growing number of electronically available databases with patient information offers the possibility to reuse existing databases for medical research as an alternative for setting up clinical trials or prospective cohort studies. To answer clinical questions often requires that information on the same patient residing in different databases needs to be combined. Because of privacy concerns, only a few countries make use of a unique national patient identifier to combine stored patient data.1-3 Medical record linkage (MRL) is a tool to combine data on the same patient stored in different databases in the absence of a unique identifier.4,5 Record linkage is possible when combining a set of partially identifying variables generates a powerful discriminating system. Examples of such linking variables are first/last name, date of birth, gender, city of residence and postal code.6-10 Two frequently applied strategies in record linkage are deterministic (DRL) and probabilistic (PRL) record linkage that differ fundamentally in their approach. In deterministic record linkage all or a predefined subset of linking variables have to agree (corresponding values on a linking variable are the same within a pair) to consider a pair as a link.7,11-13 In probabilistic linkage, weights for agreement (reward) or disagreement (penalty) are estimated for each variable based on the difference in probability that a variable agrees among matches and non-matches.14,15 The term match refers to the situation that two records in reality belong to the same person, while a link refers to the outcome of the record linkage procedure. The first probability reflects the reliability of the variable (1 - error rate) and the second probability the discriminating power of the variable (1 - chance agreement). If the total sum of weights is above a certain threshold value, the pair is considered a link.

Two types of errors can occur in record linkage: the failure to link two records that belong to the same person (false non-link) and the linking of two records that belong to different persons (false link). False non-links occur when there is disagreement on linking variables while the records belong to the same person (a match), which can be caused by data entry errors. False links occur when two different persons share the same value on several linking variables just by chance. The discriminating power of a linking key is considered high if this probability that two different persons will have the same value of their linking key is low. The (theoretical) number of possible values of the linking variables (more values – higher discriminating power), and their distribution (more uniformly distributed - higher discriminating power) determines this probability. Error rate and discriminative power are the two fundamental concepts in record linkage. Together they influence the number of incorrect decisions in a linking procedure; a high error rate increases the number of false non-links and a low discriminating power increases the number of false links.

Although probabilistic record linkage incorporates the concepts of discriminating power and error rate in a natural way, the method is argued to be more complex and less transparent than the deterministic approach. It is unclear whether and when the results of these two approaches are comparable and when relevant differences occur. The objective of this study is to compare the performance of deterministic and probabilistic record linkage under a range of different linking conditions.
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1.2 Methods

Overall approach

We performed a simulation study in which we created different datasets by varying the amount of registration errors and the discriminating power of the linking variables, thereby mimicking a range of realistic linking ‘scenarios’ (figure 1.1). Each dataset consisted of 4 linking variables (the linking key) and a unique identifier for the record. Each linking variable was specified by a certain number of possible values, an underlying distribution of these values, and a proportion of registration errors. Each linking variable reflected a specific type of variable that can be encountered in real linkage situations. By systematically varying these data-generating parameters (number and distribution of values and error rate), we created a total of 10 scenarios. For each scenario we compared the results (number of false links and false non-links) of the different linking strategies. This approach allowed us to study the effects of increasing error rate and decreasing discriminating power on the difference in performance between DRL and PRL.

Simulation of datasets

The four linking variables and their characteristics in the basic scenario are displayed in table 1.1. Variable 1 (V1) represents a date of birth, variable 2 (V2) models postal code, variable 3 (V3) models gender and variable 4 (V4) represents a hospital code. Two datasets (dataset A and B, with size $N_A$ and $N_B$ respectively) were created having these four variables in common. We chose $N_A = 10,000$ and $N_B = 6,000$. Records were generated by randomly drawing values for each variable based on the specified distribution (same for A and B). A unique number was assigned to each record in both datasets. In the next step, a random sample $S$ of records of size $N_S = 4,000$ was drawn from dataset A (see Figure 1.1). Errors were randomly introduced in the linking variables of this subset and subsequently this subset was added to dataset B. Errors were introduced by randomly drawing a new value from the same distribution as the original variable. This sample $S$ of records present in both dataset A and B are the matches that need to be identified by the record linkage strategy without using the unique record identifier (see Figure 1.1).

In the basic scenario, the date variable (V1) is normally distributed with a mean of 30 years and SD of 1825 days (5 years), postal code (V2) consists of a stepwise distribution with 400 values per stratum and a different probability per stratum (representing five different address density areas with probabilities 0.4, 0.25, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05), gender is uniformly distributed with two values (V3) and hospital number is uniformly distributed with 120 values (V4) (see Table 1.1). Given the distribution of the four variables, the probability of agreement on all four variables by chance is $6.10^{-10}$. If we compare all records of dataset A with all records of dataset B under basic conditions (this implies $N_A \times (N_B + N_S)$ comparisons), the expected number of pairs agreeing on all four variables just by chance is $(10,000 \times (6,000 + 4,000)) \times 6.10^{-10} = 0.06$ for the basic scenario. The amount of error introduced in the basic scenario was 1% for date of birth (V1), 5% for postal code (V2), 0.5% for gender (V3) and 2% for hospital number (V4).
Deterministic versus probabilistic record linkage

Figure 1.1 Outline of simulation study.
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In the 9 alternative scenarios, the chance agreement of the linking key was varied (0.1x, 0.5x, 2x, 8x and 80 times the chance agreement in the basic scenario) and the amount of error (0.25x, 0.5x, 2x and 4 times the amount of error in the basic scenario). Each scenario was repeated 100 times, so the results presented per scenario reflect the average result of 100 simulations (‘runs’).

Table 1.1 Characteristics of the linking variables in the basic scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Discriminating power</th>
<th>Error rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V1</td>
<td>Date of birth</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td>Postal code</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Five strata with a uniform distribution of 400 values with different probability (0.4, 0.25, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05).

Linking strategies

In the deterministic strategy, all records of dataset A and B were compared and within each pair the number of linking variables that had the same value was determined. Two different DRL decision rules were applied: the DRL full match strategy (all four variables have to agree) and the DRL N-1 match strategy (one linking variable may disagree).

The probabilistic strategy starts with estimating the so called m̂ and û probabilities for each linking variable. These probabilities of agreement among matches and non-matches are estimated in a latent class model by using the observed frequency of patterns of agreement and disagreement among all pairs. In this latent class model the unknown status of a pair (match or not) is mathematically linked to the individual m and u probabilities of each linking variable and a prevalence parameter. Maximum likelihood methods are used to estimate the parameters of this model (see Appendix and reference 16 for more details).

A weight for agreement and a weight for disagreement were calculated using the estimated m̂ and û probabilities:

Agreement weight of the i-th variable is given by: \( \log_2 \frac{m_i}{u_i} \).

Disagreement weight of the i-th variable is defined by: \( \log_2 \frac{1-m_i}{1-u_i} \).

Using these linking weights a total linking weight for each pair was calculated by summing up the individual linking weights. The threshold value above which pairs were considered a link was based on the estimated prevalence of matches provided by the latent class model.

Data analyses

By design, the prevalence of linked records was \( \frac{N_S}{N_A \times N_B} = \frac{4,000}{10,000 \times 10,000} = 4.10^{-5} \). Regardless of the linking strategy the true status of each pair (match or not) could be determined by the added unique number. The linking status as result of applying either DRL or PRL was then compared to the true status (true link/ non-link, false link or false non-link). The number of false links and false non-links per strategy was our main outcome.
Deterministic versus probabilistic record linkage

measure. Since for each scenario 100 datasets were simulated, the mean value of these 100 runs was used.
The simulation syntax was created in SAS version 9.1.

1.3 Results

Figure 1.2 shows the performance of the full deterministic strategy under different linking conditions. Because all four linking variables have to agree before a record pair is considered a link, the main problem is missing a match (false non-link) because one (or more) linking variables contain an error. The number of false non-links with the full deterministic approach in the basic scenario was on average 330, so 330 out of the 4,000 matches could not be identified due to errors in the linking variables. If the amount of error is increased, the number of false non-links increased in parallel (Figure 1.2). The likelihood of chance agreement leading to false links increased when the discriminative power of the linking key was lowered.

A logical approach to overcome false non-links as a result of errors in linking variables is to accept differences in linking values within a pair (e.g. a pair is still classified as link if only one variable disagrees). This is the deterministic N-1 strategy. The rationale is that discriminative power may be sacrificed to compensate for errors in linking variables. Figure 1.3 shows the results of the individual N-1 variants (one specific variable is allowed to disagree) and the overall N-1 deterministic strategy.
Allowing only disagreement on the variable that has a high discriminating power and a low error rate (V1), produced poorer results than the deterministic full strategy. Only a few false non-links were prevented, but many false links were introduced by reducing the amount of discriminating power. The N-1 variant were V2 is allowed to differ (high discrimination, high error) repaired about half of the false non-links at the cost of introducing some false links. For a variable with low discrimination and low error rate (V3), a few false non-links were repaired and the loss of power by allowing V3 to differ did not (directly) lead to the occurrence of false links. For the variable with a medium error rate and medium discriminating power (V4), some false non-links were now correctly classified at the cost of only a few false links. Compared to the full deterministic strategy, the overall N-1 deterministic strategy introduced more false links than it repaired false non-links. The probabilistic strategy led to the lowest total number of linking errors.

Figure 1.3 Performance of the full deterministic (DRL full), individual N-1 deterministic (DRL N-Vx), overall N-1 deterministic (DRL N-1) and the probabilistic strategy (PRL) for the basic scenario.

The advantage of a probabilistic strategy is that it provides a ranking of all possible patterns of agreement based on their total linking weight. This total weight is a reflection of the likelihood of a record pair belonging to the same individual (match). Table 1.2 shows the agreement and disagreement weight for the individual linking variables from a run. Table 1.3 shows the ranking of record pairs by the probabilistic approach for the basic scenario. The probabilistic strategy correctly indicates that one N-1 deterministic strategy (allowing
V1 to differ – pattern ‘0111’) should not be considered as a link as this variant will increase the total number of misclassifications.

Table 1.2 Agreement and disagreement weight for the basic scenario obtained from the probabilistic linking procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>mi</th>
<th>ui</th>
<th>weight agree</th>
<th>weight disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V1</td>
<td>Date of birth</td>
<td>0.9953</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td>Postal code</td>
<td>0.9486</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.9948</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>0.9793</td>
<td>0.0083</td>
<td>6.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>-24.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.3 Ranking of all possible patterns of agreement and disagreement for the basic scenario based on the total weight derived from the probabilistic record linkage strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dis-)agreement pattern (V1,V2,V3,V4)</th>
<th>Number of record pairs</th>
<th>Total linking weight</th>
<th>Matches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0000</td>
<td>49536622</td>
<td>-24.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0010</td>
<td>49540550</td>
<td>-16.6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0001</td>
<td>416319</td>
<td>-11.7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100</td>
<td>34812</td>
<td>-9.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0011</td>
<td>416702</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>7761</td>
<td>-3.8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0110</td>
<td>34775</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0101</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1001</td>
<td>7753</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1010</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0111</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10000000</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>3667</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.4 shows the performance of the deterministic N-1 and probabilistic strategy for scenarios with varying error rates. In the basic scenario, the total number of linking errors for the deterministic N-1 strategy was about 3 times higher than for the probabilistic strategy and mainly consisted of false links. With increasing error rates, more false non-links started to occur for the deterministic N-1 strategy. It reflects the increase in likelihood that a true match will have registration errors in two or more linking variables, while the deterministic N-1 strategy only compensates for an single error within a match. The number
of false links in the deterministic N-1 strategy occurred due to a lack of discriminating power and was not influenced by variations in error rate. For the probabilistic approach, the increasing error rate gave more linking errors; both false links and false non-links. This reflects the general point that more registration errors produce less favourable linking conditions hampering the discrimination between matches and non-matches by the algorithm. In all scenarios, the number of linking errors with the probabilistic strategy was lower than with the deterministic N-1 strategy.

Figure 1.5 compares the performance of the deterministic N-1 and probabilistic strategy for scenarios in which the discriminative power was varied. In a situation with very high discriminative power, the performance of both strategies becomes comparable. With decreasing discriminative power, the number of false links increased for the deterministic N-1 strategy reflecting the higher chance agreement. The number of false non-links with the deterministic N-1 strategy was not influenced by variations in discriminative power. The performance of the probabilistic approach also decreased with lower discriminative power, but the reduction in performance was much slower than with the deterministic N-1 strategy.

---

**Figure 1.4** Performance of the overall N-1 deterministic (DRL N-1) and the probabilistic (PRL) strategy as a function of error rate of the linking key.
1.4 Discussion

In linking situations with few to no error and a powerful discriminating linking key, a simple deterministic full linking strategy performs adequately. Unfortunately, such situations are very rare. A deterministic N-1 strategy can compensate for errors in linking variables by sacrificing discriminating power, but it treats all N-1 variants in the same way which may not be correct, thereby introducing unnecessary errors (too many false links). A probabilistic record linkage strategy is superior in finding the optimal balance between false non-links and false links which results in fewer linking errors overall. In addition to the linkage outcome, the probabilistic strategy provides for each observed pattern the likelihood that a record pair belongs to the same or to different individuals. This information can be used to adjust the threshold in situation where false links (then increase the threshold) or false non-links (lower threshold) have more negative consequences.

The parameters that influence the outcome of a linking procedure can be varied in an infinite manner. An illustrative basic scenario with four common available linking variables was chosen from which variations were made to demonstrate the impact on the performance of the different linking strategies. We studied scenarios with only four linking variables, where more candidate linking variables might be available. Adding linking variables to the linking key, adds both discriminative power and potential errors. More
linking variables will increase the number of possible patterns and defining a deterministic rule based on common sense becomes even more complex. Moreover, the meta-information on quality of a linkage strategy should in our view be preferred to the ‘black box’ of deterministic linkage which rests on assumptions which are often not made explicit (e.g. the unrealistic assumption that all N-1 have a similar probability of being a match).

In the current study we did not include string variables such as first and last name, which can be available for record linkage. Characteristics of a string variable are that they have a large number of possible values (high discriminating power) but they are also prone to error (high error rate). Using Soundex\textsuperscript{17} or another phonetic algorithm\textsuperscript{18,19} can reduce errors and make a string variable more suitable for record linkage. In anonymous datasets however, names are usually absent.

In the current study we did not incorporate missing values. Missing values can be handled in several ways. If a variable is truly unknown, agreement (missing in both records) can be informative. Generally however, a missing value will be non-informative. In deterministic linkage a missing value in one or both variables in the variable comparison has to be considered as either agreement or disagreement. In probabilistic linkage it is also possible to assign a fixed weight of zero (non-informative) in case of missing values.\textsuperscript{6,16} When applying a fixed weight for a missing value in variable comparison, missing values should be excluded from the weight estimation. The method of handling missing values will determine the difference between a deterministic and probabilistic approach, but the probabilistic approach can be more refined in handling missing values, for instance by considering agreement on missing values as a special outcome (see next paragraph).

We only considered agreement or disagreement as the outcome of variable comparison, while partial agreement is another possible outcome category. Partial or ‘close’ agreement is used to correct for data entry or transcription errors or for small differences in values due to rounding off or different measurements instruments. Also a certain range around a variable can be considered as ‘close’ agreement. The advantage of the probabilistic strategy is that an actual weight can be estimated for close agreement as ‘close’ agreement can still add some evidence in favour of a link.\textsuperscript{20}

A key assumption in most probabilistic algorithms including ours is that conditional on the true status agreement on one variable does not affect the probability of agreement on another variable (conditional independence assumption). The same is true for the occurrence of error. In our simulations these independence assumptions were – by design - satisfied. Dependencies in values can result in incorrect linking weight estimations with the probabilistic strategy.\textsuperscript{21} Dependency among variables can be addressed by combining two correlated variables into a single variable\textsuperscript{21} or by extending the latent class model with additional parameters addressing dependency\textsuperscript{22}. We did not study the effect of correlation among errors or values on the outcome of different linking strategies.

The advantages of a probabilistic strategy over a deterministic strategy have been shown by other studies. However, most of these studies have compared the performance of both strategies for one particular real life situation, where the match status was known or based on a unique identification number.\textsuperscript{16,23-26} In our simulations we were able to vary the key parameters that influence the quality of a record linkage procedure and show the impact of these variations for the different linking strategies. If the deterministic strategy closely matches the patterns selected by the probabilistic strategy differences can be small \textsuperscript{23}, but differences easily become large beyond \textsuperscript{16,25}. Gomatam et al.\textsuperscript{24} found that a probabilistic
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strategy as implemented in Automatch\textsuperscript{27} gave higher sensitivity, but a lower positive predictive value as a deterministic strategy. However, by adjusting the threshold of the probabilistic strategy sensitivity can be sacrificed to obtain a higher positive predictive value. In the current study we only applied a deterministic full and deterministic N-1 strategy, while in literature stepwise deterministic linkage is also reported.\textsuperscript{24,28} Stepwise deterministic linkage is equal to considering different deterministic N-1 or N-2 variants one at a time. The order in which the different variants are considered is guided by common sense. A probabilistic strategy is more versatile because it provides the ordering of all possible patterns of agreements and disagreements.

The results of our study show that the probabilistic strategy is superior and more flexible than the deterministic strategy in finding the optimal balance between keeping sufficient discriminative power and allowing disagreements to overcome registration errors. The final outcome of a probabilistic strategy is a set of patterns indicating (dis-)agreement on the linking variables that are accepted as link. This outcome can be implemented as a deterministic strategy. However, the advantage of the probabilistic strategy is its flexibility to adapt to changes in the source files over time. A drawback of the probabilistic strategy is that the algorithm requires fitting of statistical models. However, the latent class models in record linkage can be fitted with many standard statistical packages. For the current study we used a standard SAS statistical procedure to estimate the $m_i$ and $u_i$ probabilities. Also, commercial and freely available software is available to perform probabilistic record linkage.\textsuperscript{29} In our view, the probabilistic strategy should be the standard approach for linking data from registries unless there is reliable (external) evidence which patterns of agreement and disagreement should be considered as links and non-links.

Future research should focus on how to examine and incorporate dependency among variables into the probabilistic linkage strategy. More research is also needed on how the additional information from the probabilistic strategy about the quality of a link (e.g. total weight) could be used in the subsequent analysis of the linked datasets, for instance by using weighted regression techniques.
Appendix

For the probabilistic strategy, the $m_i$ and $u_i$ probabilities and the prevalence of matches were estimated in a latent class model by using the observed frequency of patterns of agreement and disagreement on the linking variables among all pairs. If the outcomes of the comparisons are independent between variables, the total log likelihood can be written as:

$$
\sum_{\gamma} n(\gamma) \left\{ \log \left( \pi \prod_{i=1}^{k} m_i^\gamma (1-m_i)_{1-\gamma} + (1-\pi) \prod_{i=1}^{k} u_i^\gamma (1-u_i)_{1-\gamma} \right) \right\}
$$

where $m_i$ is the probability of agreement of the $i^{th}$ variable among matches, $u_i$ is the probability of agreement among non-matches, $\pi$ is the proportion of true matches among all possible record combinations, $n(\gamma)$ the number of record pairs with pattern $\gamma$, $\gamma_i$ is the outcome of the comparison of variable $i$ ($0,1$) in the pattern $p$, for $i = 1,...,k$ and $p = 1,...,2^k$. The number of parameters to be estimated equals $2^k+1$, namely $k m_i$ parameters and $k u_i$ parameters and one prevalence parameter ($\pi$). For a dataset with $k$ variables per record, there are $2^k$ unique agree/disagree comparison vectors. Maximum likelihood methods have been used to estimate the parameters of the equation.
Deterministic versus probabilistic record linkage
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